
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 6, pp. 305 { 309 c 2012 March 25Berry e�ect in unmagnetized inhomogeneous cold plasmasR.Torabi1), M.Mehrafarin1)+Physics Department, Tafresh University, 39518-79611 Tafresh, Iran+Physics Department, Amirkabir University of Technology, 15914 Tehran, IranSubmitted 10 January 2012The propagation of electromagnetic waves in an unmagnetized weakly inhomogeneous cold plasma is ex-amined. We show that the inhomogeneity induces a gauge connection term in wave equation, which givesrise to Berry e�ects in the dynamics of polarized rays in the post geometric optics approximation. The po-larization plane of a plane polarized ray rotates as a result of the geometric Berry phase, which is the Rytovrotation. Also, the Berry curvature causes the optical Hall e�ect, according to which, rays of left/right circularpolarization deect oppositely to produce a spin current directed across the direction of propagation.1. Introduction. It has often been said that ninetynine percent of the matter in the Universe is in plasmastate [1]. Because real plasmas have density inhomo-geneity, the study of electromagnetic wave propagationin inhomogeneous plasmas has become important [2{4].In this paper we examine the propagation of electro-magnetic waves in an unmagnetized plasma via the postgeometric optics approximation [5, 6]. The plasma is as-sumed to have weak stationary density inhomogeneity,and thermal motions are not considered. Di�erent po-larizations, the left and right circular polarizations, aredegenerate in a homogeneous isotropic plasma medium[7]. In the presence of inhomogeneity, we show that thisdouble degeneracy is lifted by a gauge connection termin the wave equation, which gives rise to Berry e�ectsin the dynamics of polarized rays in the post geomet-ric optics approximation. The polarization plane of aplane polarized wave rotates as a result of the geomet-ric Berry phase, which is the Rytov{Vladimirskii rota-tion [8, 9]. This is, of course, in contrast to the wellknown Faraday rotation, which is a dynamical e�ect dueto the interaction of light and the magnetic �eld in amedium. Berry phase is a non-integrable phase factorarising from the adiabatic transport of a system arounda closed path in its parameter space [10]. Geometrically,it originates from parallel transport in the presence of agauge connection in the parameter space [11]. When anelectromagnetic wave travels in a weakly inhomogeneousmedium, the direction of the wave vector varies slowlyso that the parameter space in this case corresponds tothe momentum space. The Berry curvature associatedwith the gauge connection in momentum space causesthe optical Hall (or Magnus) e�ect [12, 13], accordingto which waves of left/right circular polarization deectoppositely to produce a spin (polarization) current di-1)e-mail: rezatorabi@aut.ac.ir; mehrafar@aut.ac.ir

rected across the direction of propagation. Such Berrye�ects are very typical of spin transport and have beenderived repeatedly for various particles [14{16], in par-ticular, for photons in di�erent inhomogeneous media[5, 6, 17{22].The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, wewrite the plasma wave equation in an operator form byintroducing a Hamiltonian operator and show that, inthe process of its diagonalization, a gauge connectionemerges in the momentum space because of the inho-mogeneity. In Section 3, we present the post-geometricapproximationwhich is suitable for weak inhomogeneity,and focus on the circularly polarized states by projectingthe Hamiltonian on the polarization subspace. Finally,in Section 4, we derive the Berry e�ects in the dynamicsof polarized rays by considering the post-geometric op-tics Hamiltonian, and establish the Rytov and the opticalHall e�ects in the plasma medium.2. Plasma wave equation and the Gauge con-nection. Consider an inhomogeneous plasma which canbe generated by gravity or a position dependent electric�eld. Generally, both of them can exist and the balanceequation of the forces in steady state is��0(x)q�E0(x) + ��0(x)Fg� �m�rp�0 = 0;where ��0 is unperturbed mass density, Fg is the gravi-tational force and � = e; i represent electrons and ions.Now, we want to derive the equation which determinesthe wave properties of an inhomogeneous unmagnetizedplasma. The procedure is similar to the derivation ofthe wave equation in homogeneous plasma [7] but weshould notice that the density ��0(x) is now a functionof x. Considering small harmonic perturbation aboutsteady state ��(x) = ��0(x) + ��1(x)e�i!t;5 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012 305



306 R.Torabi, M.MehrafarinV� = V�1(x)e�i!t;E = E0(x) +E1(x)e�i!t;B = B1(x)e�i!t;we linearize the two uid and Maxwell's equations. Thelinearized momentum equation is�i!��0(x)V�1(x) == q���0(x)m� E1(x) + ��1(x) rp�0n�0(x) � r���1(x)p�0��0(x) �:In deriving the above, the balance equation and p�1 == p�0��1(x)e�i!t=��0(x) have been used. After com-bining it with linearized Maxwell's equations, the waveequation will ber�r�E1 � k20�1� !2pe(x)!2 � !2pi(x)!2 �E1 == 4�c2 X� q�m��r���1(x)p�0��0(x) �� ��1(x)��0(x)rp�0�;where k0 = !=c and !2p�(x) = 4���0(x)q2�. The coldplasma approximation and assuming stationary and in-homogeneous density is usually used to describe wavepropagation in inhomogeneous media [2, 23]. Under thecold plasma approximation, we can drop the right handside of the equation and it takes the formr�r�E1 = k20�1� !2pe(x)!2 � !2pi(x)!2 �E1: (1)Introducing�(x; !) = �1� !2pe(x)!2 � !2pi(x)!2 � � n2(x; !);and the dimensionless \momentum" operator [6, 17],p = �ik�10 r, (1) readsHE1 = 0; (2)where the HamiltonianH is a matrix-valued di�erentialoperator with elementsHij(x;p; !) = [p2 � n2(x; !)]�ij � pipj :In inhomogeneous plasma media the refractive index isalso a function of frequency as well as coordinate. Therefractive index is real for frequencies approximately

above the plasma frequency and is imaginary for fre-quencies below it which causes the �rst to remain andthe later to be absorbed in the media.The momentum operator obeys the standard com-mutation relations [xi; pj ] = ik�10 �ij ;which has an important consequence with regard to di-agonalization of H . To this end, we build a unitarymatrix R(p) from the eigenvectors of the non-diagonalpart pipj , according toR(p) = 0BBBBBBBB@
pyqp2x + p2y � pxpzpqp2x + p2y pxp� pxqp2x + p2y � pypzpqp2x + p2y pyp0 qp2x + p2yp pzp

1CCCCCCCCA (3)where p = jpj, of course. The unitary transformationH ! RyHR, E1 ! RyE1 applied to equation (2), thenyields H(x;p; !) = p21� ��Ryn2R; (4)where � = diag(0; 0;p2) and 1 stands for the unit ma-trix. Of course, if x and p were classical (commut-ing) variables, the \potential" part of the Hamiltonian(5) would simply reduce to n21, and H would be com-pletely diagonalized. However, in view of their anti-commutation, we have for the potential term in the mo-mentum representation,R�1(p)n2(ik�10 rp)R(p) == n2(1ik�10 rp � k�10 A) = n2(x1� k�10 A);where iA(p) = R�1rpR:In deriving the above, we have made use of the identity[17, 18] G�1(x)f(@x)G(x) = f(@x +G�1@xG);since R�1R = 1, the vector matrix A is Hermitain.Thus H(x;p; !) = p21� �� n2(x1� k�10 A):The canonical (generalized) coordinate conjugate to pis x which corresponds to the usual derivative ik�10 rp.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



Berry e�ect in unmagnetized inhomogeneous cold plasmas 307In the absence of inhomogeneity, this canonical coor-dinate is the physical (observable) coordinate. Withinhomogeneity present, however, the new coordinate,x1 � k�10 A, corresponds to ik�10 Dp, where Dp is thecovariant derivative de�ned byDp = 1rp + iA(p):The inhomogeneity can be, thus, viewed as inducingthe non-Abelian gauge connection (potential) A(p) inthe momentum space. Such a gauge potential is a wellknown feature of spin transport [6, 17, 18, 24, 25]. Ais a pure gauge potential, i.e., the corresponding �eldstrength (curvature), rp � A + iA � A, is identicallyzero. The covariant derivatives, thus, commute so thatthe new coordinates also commute. Furthermore, thelatter satisfy the same commutation relations with p asthe canonical coordinates x.We consider that the inhomogeneity is weak, thusthe direction of the wave propagation varies slowly (in-�nitely slowly for adiabatic density variations). Let ustake this direction to be along the z-axis so that E1z issmall (negligible in the adiabatic limit) compared to theother two components. Since we are considering polar-ization transport, we introduce the unitary matrixV = 1p2 0B@ 1 1 0i �i 00 0 p2 1CAand write the wave equation in the helicity basis via theunitary transformationH ! V yHV = p21� �� n2(x1� k�10 ~A);E1 ! V yE1 = (E1+; E1�; E1z); (5)where ~A = V yAV , and E1� = (E1x � i�E1y)=p2 rep-resents the two circularly polarized states with helicity� = �1. The elements i; j = 1; 2 of H , thus, correspondto the polarization subspace, on which we shall focus.3. The post-geometric approximation. We nowproceed to study the dynamics imposed by the Hamil-tonian (5) based on the Taylor expansion of n2(x1 �� k�10 ~A). k�10 serves as a small parameter for the ex-pansion, provided it is smaller than the length scale, L,of the density variations in the plasma. The zeroth orderapproximation (the geometric approximation), k�10 � L,thus holds appropriate for large L, i.e., for a practicallyhomogeneous plasma. In the zeroth approximation theHamiltonian (5) becomes diagonal,H(0)(x;p; !) = diag(p2 � n2;p2 � n2;�n2);

which implies a double degeneracy in the polarizationsubspace: electromagnetic waves with left/right circu-lar polarizations have the same dispersion in a homoge-neous isotropic plasma [7]. Furthermore, E1z = 0, andthe wave travels unrefracted along the z-direction, asexpected.In inhomogeneous plasmas, the refractive index gra-dient or equivalently the plasma frequency gradient re-moves the polarization degeneracy. In the �rst approx-imation (the post-geometric approximation), which issuitable for weak inhomogeneity, the Hamiltonian (5)takes the formH(1)(x;p; !) = H(0)(x;p) + k�10 rn2 � ~A:Calculating ~A via Appendix, the non-diagonal correc-tion term is seen to couple E� to E1z , too. Since E1zis small (negligible in the adiabatic limit) this couplingcan be ignored. Consequently, we can project H(1) onthe polarization subspace with the resultH(1)(x;p; !) = (p2 � n2)1 + k�10 rn2 �A?�3;where A?(p) = p3p(p21 + p22) (�p2; p1; 0) and �3 is thePauli matrix. The wave equation, thus, breaks downinto two independent equations for the left/right circu-larly polarized waves according to H�E� = 0, whereH� = 12[p2 � n2(r; !)] = 12(p2 � n2 + �k�10 rn2 �A?):(6)(The factor 1=2 has been introduced for later conve-nience.) As remarked, the refractive-index gradientis responsible for the removal of polarization degener-acy. A?�3, or equivalently its eigenvalue A?�, is the(Abelian) gauge potential that emerges in the momen-tum space in the adiabatic approximation. The corre-sponding �eld strength (Berry curvature) and the physi-cal coordinates are, thus, given by rp�A?� = �p�3p�and r = x � k�10 A?� respectively. Note that becauseof the non-vanishing gauge �eld strength, which is the�eld of a magnetic monopole of charge �� situated atthe origin of momentum space, the physical coordinates,now, do not commute:[ri; rj ] = i�k�20 "ijk pkp3 :4. Berry e�ects in the dynamics of polarizedrays. Having constructed the Hamiltonian, the equa-tions of motion of an electromagnetic ray can be ob-tained via the Hamilton's equations [26]. In the postgeometric approximation, the semi-classical equations ofmotion of a circularly polarized ray are, therefore,_p = �rxH� ; _x = rpH� ;�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012 5�



308 R.Torabi, M.Mehrafarinwhere dot denotes derivative with respect to the rayparameter s, de�ned in terms of the ray length, l, bydl = nds. The physical coordinate r = x�k�10 A?� andthe momentum p = k�10 k are now considered classical,of course. Along the trajectory, they represent the ray'sposition and (dimensionless) wave vector, respectively.Thus, using (6),_p = 12rrn2; _r = p+ �k�10 p� _pp3 : (7)These, of course, reduce to the standard ray equations ofgeometric optics in the zeroth (\classical") approxima-tion, k�10 ! 0, where the left/right circularly polarizedrays follow the same trajectory. However, in the post-geometric (semi-classical) approximation, as seen from(7), the rays split due to the e�ect of Berry curvature ofthe momentum space (the magnetic monopole-like gauge�eld strength). The deections from their classical (geo-metric optic) trajectories are given by�r = �k�10 ZC p� dpp3 ;where C is the ray trajectory in momentum space. Theresulting displacements are, therefore, opposite and lo-cally orthogonal to the direction of propagation. This,which is a general feature of spin transport, constitutesthe optical Hall e�ect in inhomogeneous plasmas.The phase change su�ered by the ray in the courseof its propagation is given by� = !t� Z k � dx = !t� k0 Z p � dr+ � ZC A? � dp;where in the last integral, we have used the fact thatA? �p = 0. This integral represents the geometric Berryphase, which is of opposite signs for the two polariza-tions. Therefore, the polarization plane of a plane po-larized ray rotates through the angleZC A? � dp = ZC cos � d'; (8)where �(') is the zenith (azimuth) angle in the sphericalpolar coordinates of the momentum space. This is theRytov{Vladimirskii rotation.5. Summary and conclusion. It was shown thatif we consider the post geometric approximation in un-magnetized plasma media with stationary slowly varyingdensity, an Abelian gauge �eld (Berry connection) willresult in the ray Hamiltonian. Appearance of this gauge�eld leads to an additional displacement of the photon ofdistinct helicity in opposite directions normal to the ray.Also, for a linear polarization, the rotation of the po-larization plane occurs in inhomogeneous unmagnetized

plasmas. This rotation di�ers from the faraday rotationwhich is due to the presence of magnetic �eld in plasmamedia. In fact, it is shown theoretically that the rota-tion of polarization plane occurs even in unmagnetizedplasma media as a result of Berry topological phase.One of the authors (R.T.) wishes to thank to Dr. A.Chakhmachi for helpful discussions.Appendix. Components of gauge connection.Direct calculation via (3) yields the following expressionfor gauge connection components:iA1 = 0BBB@ 0 � pypzp(p2x+p2y) pyppp2x+p2ypypzp(p2x+p2y) 0 � pxpzp2pp2x+p2y� pyppp2x+p2y pxpzp2pp2x+p2y 0 1CCCA ;
iA2 = 0BBB@ 0 pxpzp(p2x+p2y) � pxppp2x+p2y� pxpzp(p2x+p2y) 0 � pypzp2pp2x+p2ypxppp2x+p2y pypzp2pp2x+p2y 0 1CCCA ;
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